Instructional Communications Systems (ICS) has the knowledge and technology to help you educate, communicate and collaborate better.

Whether you need to host an on-site seminar, meet with colleagues across the country or educate from a distance, ICS is the partner you can trust for unparalleled experience and superior value.
ICS will provide expert guidance for your next event with on-site technology, training and support. It’s what sets us apart. For nearly 50 years, we’ve been the experts at providing the right technologies to suit your needs.

**Media Services**

Enhance conferences or events held at The Pyle Center or The Lowell Center with professional, polished video, audio and webcast productions.

Our full range of audio and video recording and editing services include:

- Capture and recording
- Live event streaming and webcasting
- Post-production editing
- Professional studio production facilities and flipped classrooms
- Learning design and technical consultation

**WisLine**

Collaborate anytime, anywhere with our WisLine Suite.

- **WisLine Anytime** - Reservationless audio and video conferencing.
- **WisLine Audio Plus** - Reserved and managed audio conferencing.
- **WisLine Video** - Video conferencing from room systems, desktops or mobile devices.
- **WisLine Web** - Integrated VoIP and phone audio with web sharing and collaborative tools.
- **WisLine Webcast** - Broadcast meetings or conferences on the web with streaming video and content.

Call or email us today to learn how the ICS team can help you.

855.289.9177 | 608.262.4342 | info@ics.uwex.edu